April 8, 2020

Ivy Tech has temporarily closed their testing sites. We have been informed that their closure has been extended through July 31, 2020, but please check their web site below periodically as to the status of their testing sites. IDEM will be allowing extra time to complete a water works operator certification exam for those individuals who already have a current approval letter. In the meantime, because of the current shutdown announcement IDEM is in the process of developing an alternative testing procedure using a paper test. IDEM will provide you with more detailed information about this once everyone can get back to work. Please also note that approval letters for any current applications being sent in will be delayed until we have been notified that Ivy Tech testing sites are operational or the paper exam is up and running. Once IDEM is notified that the test centers will reopen or alternate plans are in place, IDEM will contact those persons who have approvals and also complete the review process for applications submitted during this shutdown. IDEM thanks you for your patience and understanding.
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